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Deliver insights 10x faster for your employees
Overview

AI-Powered Analytics for your modern data stack


NEWAI + LLM

Create insights in seconds with AI-powered search


Search

Create insights in seconds using natural language search


Connect

Live-query your data cloud or lake in a few clicks


Model

Build search data models in ThoughtSpot or Mode



Govern & Secure

Balance self-service with enterprise-scale control


Visualize

Keep a finger on the pulse of your business with Liveboards


Auto Analyze

Get automated analysis, monitoring, and alerting


Operationalize

Schedule and sync cloud data directly to business apps


Mobile

Know what's happening and why, wherever you are


Spreadsheets

Search to create visualizations from data in Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets



New Features 

Stay up to date with the latest product news and releases





ThoughtSpot Everywhere
Drive higher app engagement with embedded analytics
Overview

Embed engaging self-service analytics experiences into any app


Develop

Embed analytics with a few lines of code


CodeSpot

Get a jumpstart to building ThoughtSpot apps and API services


Developer Playground

Explore ThoughtSpot Everywhere’s SDK and APIs


What’s New

Get the latest new features and enhancements in ThoughtSpot Everywhere


Calculator

Generate more revenue with embedded analytics





Mode
Business Intelligence built around data teams
Overview

Code-first analysis for data teams


Faster insights

Back up every decision with data


Ad hoc analysis

Go from raw data to fully baked insights


Live demo

Get to know Mode
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Embed analytics with a few lines of code
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Get a jumpstart to building ThoughtSpot apps and API services
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Get the latest new features and enhancements in ThoughtSpot Everywhere
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Generate more revenue with embedded analytics
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10 data and analytics trends for 2024
Learn how to embrace the opportunities in 2024.
Get the guide
Interactive Product Tour
Experience the power of Search and Liveboards for yourself
Try now
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Startups
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Retail & E-commerce
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Media & Communications
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10 data and analytics trends for 2024
Learn how to embrace the opportunities in 2024.
Get the guide
See Mode and ThoughtSpot bring data and business teams together

View now
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The Michael Jordan Mindset with Procter and Gamble

Listen now
Meet the future of analytics in our live weekly demo sessions.

Register now
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10 data and analytics trends for 2024
Learn how to embrace the opportunities in 2024.
Get the guide
See Mode and ThoughtSpot bring data and business teams together

View now
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	Free trial
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Free trialFree trialGet demoGet demoToggle main menu



Welcome to the Data Renaissance, the rebirth of data analytics



Take a look









The only AI-powered 
analytics platform 
built for humans



ThoughtSpot is the self-service experience business teams want,
the code-first interface data teams love, and the embedded insights
your customers need, all in one.




Request demo





















Loved by teams that love data






































Analyze, explore, and share insights however

 you want to drive business
outcomes









ThoughtSpot Analytics




Search & AI-driven insights on your company data




Ask and answer any data question


with a business-friendly analytics


experience that delivers AI-powered


insights at the speed of thought.



Learn more


Try for free









Mode




Code-first analysis for 

data teams




Perform complex, ad hoc analysis


with AI-assisted code writing to


answer any question and grow your impact.



Learn more


Try for free









ThoughtSpot Everywhere




Embedded data experiences for product builders




Design and embed AI-powered


analytics experiences into any product with the
developer-friendly 

analytics SDK.



Learn more


Try for free



















Get the suite
















The BI nightmare is over


Unlike BI tools built 20 years ago, the ThoughtSpot
Analytics Suite is designed with an obsessive focus
on fast, actionable insights for all. No more
reporting backlogs, backtracking answers, or
developer headaches.







Get started with ThoughtSpot









Connect


To a wide spread of cloud data, CSV,
Spreadsheets, and more






Model


Business data with a flexible,
scriptable, governed data model






Ask


Business questions in natural language






Reuse


Queries and scripts with shared
notebooks






Visualize


Data with automatic and customizable
data visualizations






Analyze


Underlying behavior with infinite
drill-downs






Govern


With granular controls and end-to-end
auditability






Diagnose


Business problems with AI-powered
pattern analysis






Bundle


Enterprise-grade analytics in your
consumer applications




















This is the 

Data Renaissance



We’re entering a new era in analytics where


people–not technology–are at the center. Spark


your organization’s Data Renaissance today.








Join the movement



















Wow, this is exactly what I expected it
to do. This can replace three or more
things on my current report that I have
to build manually today.



Eileen Bonney
VP of Client Success














We now all look at our data consistently
in ThoughtSpot. No more manipulation in
spreadsheets and PowerPoint.



Sunny Bedi
CIO & CDO














45 days worth of excel spreadsheets
turned into 20 minutes with ThoughtSpot
and we now have so much better insights
because of it.



Rachel Hartley
Performance Marketing Manager














We anticipate significant efficiency
gains as we continue to leverage
ThoughtSpot Sage as any stakeholder can
use natural language to ask questions
and get answers on their own.



Riley Molloy
Senior Manager of Data Science














ThoughtSpot was the only tool that was
made for a business user to go in and
get answers without needing to spend
months learning how to use it.



Rachel Kozloski
Product Owner of Self-Service Reporting














Our finance team can easily get
granular, actionable insights on
underlying sales growth, turnover and
more with the scale and speed we need.



Vivek Malhotra
Sr. Manager Customer Development
Analytics
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Meet our customers











See how AI-Powered Analytics can

 transform your
business


Webinar
Product POV: Using data as a building block for increasing revenue
Register now

Webinar
The age of GenAI: Industry leading products are built on AI-Powered Analytics
View now

Webinar
Semantic layers as the data interface for LLMs
View now






View all resources






Get started today




Start free trial














ThoughtSpot is the AI-Powered Analytics company that lets
everyone create personalized insights to drive decisions and
take action.
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Stay in Touch

Get the latest from ThoughtSpot
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